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To the Breach hiring committee,

With seven years of journalism experience behind me, I am confident I would excel as a staff
editor/writer.

From 2014 to 2020, I was a staff writer, associate editor, and editor-in-chief in The Runner newsroom
while continuing to work as a freelancer and attending journalism school full-time. These years gave me
excellent skills in source finding, pitching, and story chasing. I also host three weekly, hour-long radio
shows: Cushy Radio on CitR, Eye on the Valley with CIVL, and The Pulse on Co-Op, of which I create
entirely independently from home. I’m comfortable working on tight but regular deadlines, and both
pitching and editing as a journalist.

The collaborative project I contributed to most recently is Spotlight: Child Welfare, an initiative led by The
Discourse which sought to deepen and improve reporting on B.C.’s child-welfare system. I was a
steering committee member as well as an editor and writer on that project, both informing the
direction of the collaborative and contributing to its body of work through research and content
creation. The project focused on rapport-building in vulnerable communities, particularly working with
youth in care and former youth in care in British Columbia, which taught me about best practices and
trauma-informed reporting. It also allowed me to build podcast plans and develop stories with a team of
journalists from outlets like CBC.

Some of the other print outlets I have freelanced for include Maclean’s, Exclaim!, Daily Hive, Discorder,
Black Press Media, Varsity Letters, and The Tyee. completed my Bachelor’s Degree in Journalism from
KPU this December with a wonderful three-month investigative feature writing internship with the Tyee,
and am happy to provide further details and examples of my work upon request.

My experience as the owner of an event production and promotions non-profit, Cushy Entertainment,
has sharpened my community-building, branding, and managerial skills. The mission behind the
company is to uplift marginalized artists and create inclusive and accessible spaces. As an extension of
my work and reputation with Cushy, I host a weekly radio show with CitR on the University of British
Columbia campus called Cushy Radio. The show’s goal is aligned with Cushy’s, and my programming
primarily features BIPOC, women/gender diverse, and LGBTQ+ artists. This work also provided me with
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